
How to find & connect with the mentors you
need to develop and progress your career

MENTORING
MOMENTS



Determine what you want to learn

Top tip

1.

This simple 6 step framework enables you to identify &
engage with the multiple mentors you need to learn, develop

& progress your career quickly and easily. 
Following these steps is a proven way to expand your

professional network and to create valuable sponsors inside
and outside your organisation. 

Think about your personal development plan, consider your career
aspirations or speak to your manager to compile a list of the specific
skills & expertise you need to build to achieve your goals. 

Consider:

What skill(s) do you need to develop?
What experience do you need to build?
Which areas of the business do you need to 

Where do you need to build relationships?
Where are your technical knowledge gaps?
Where are there opportunities you're unsure 

       know more about?

       how to take?

Take control of your career by doing this regularly. 

Don't leave this in the hands of someone else to decide, or neglect it
until your annual review.

Mentoring moments
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Identify who has this specific skill or expertise

Decide how to ask

2.

3.

Who in your network or beyond has this particular skill or
expertise? This person does not need to be your perfect "role
model" in every sense, they just need to have this one thing you
need to develop:

What's the best way to approach this person?
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Who do you recognise or admire for this specific trait?
Who do your contacts know or recommend who is great at this?
Who is known as an expert in this field - who speaks or writes on
the topic?
Who is where you'd like to be now & what specific skill do you
recognise having helped them?

In person
By phone
By e-mail
Through LinkedIn
Via a common connection

Top tip

Consider your timing carefully.  Think about when they will be most
amenable. Depending on whom you are asking you may want to
avoid month or year end, renewal season, an M&A or broking /
underwriting hours. 

Choose the approach that they will be most
likely to respond to, not just what is easiest for
you!
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Ask for something specific and easy4.
Asking "Will you be my mentor?" has a very high chance of failure.
Not because the individual isn't willing, but because this raises so
many questions, especially if this person doesn't know you well.

Instead, ask for a short amount of time to ask a specific question,
the more clarity you give the morel likely it is you will get a yes.

How you secured your first overseas assignment?
How I can best approach expanding my knowledge of…. ?
The steps you took to finding your first NED role?
The best ways to develop my delegation skills?

I really like the way you..../ I am interested in.../As a new manager I
am looking to develop my.... / You've been recommended as
someone who is brilliant at....

Could you spare me 15mins to share:

“I really like the way you’re able to clearly get your message
across in meetings.  This is an area I need to work on to

improve my impact with our clients.
 

Could you spare 15 minutes to talk through some of the
strategies you use or share any tips with me? 

 
I’d be happy to come to buy you a coffee or hop on a call to

suit your schedule.”

Pointing out what you've observed that has led to this request or
highlighting the link to the business helps with clarity and the mentor
know what to expect and how they can help. 
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Prepare 

Follow up

5.

6.

Demonstrate your genuine interest and maximise your moment
with this role model by preparing at least one or two specific
questions.

A thank you note or call is essential. This goes a long way to
building your reputation and to creating a long term relationship
with this mentor who will want to support you further when they
feel appreciated. 

Thank them for their time, be specific about their advice and what
you will do with it.

“The advice you gave on … was particularly important to me
because… I intend to...." 

How did you learn this skill / gain this knowledge?
What steps could I take to develop my knowledge in this area?
What led you to develop this skill?
What other skills / knowledge have been important to your
career?

Top tip

Follow up - again! 

A month or two later… call or message to
tell the mentor what you did with their
advice & the results you achieved. 

This not only reconnects you with them
but shows you're taking action and their
time was well spent - this is how mentors
become those all important sponsors. 
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